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ABSTRACT. Conditions sufficient for boundedness of the Bergman projection on certain "mixed-norm" spaces of functions on the unit ball of CN are given, and this is used to identify the dual space of such mixed-norm spaces. Several representation theorems that follow from the duality are also given.
Introduction.
The classical Bergman space Ap on the unit ball B = Bn in C^ is the set of functions / G H(B^) satisfying (^ |/(z)|* dm(*)) 1/p < CO.
Here 0 < p < oo, the space CN is equipped with the usual inner product defined for z = (zi,... ,zn) and w = (wi,... , wn) in C^ by (z, w) = J2i=i zi™ï ajl^ vtith the associated norm |z| = (z, z)ll2, H(BN) is the set of holomorphic functions on Bn, and m is Lebesgue measure on Bn normalized so that m(B^) = 1. Using "polar coordinates" (see [6, 1.4.3] ), this integral may be written as {2N fI(Islf{rTWda{T))r2N~ldr) 1/p where I = [0,1), S = Sn -dBx, and o is the rotation invariant positive Borel measure on Sn with ct(Sn) -1-We study here the following weighted "mixed norm" generalizations of the Bergman spaces. If 0 < p, q < oo and if o > -1, define A^ = {/e/i(S)|||/||p,gia<oo}, where \f(rr)\" do-(r)j (1 -r3) V"*"1 dr J . lp,q,a Note that when q = p and a -0, this is precisely the Bergman space. Also note that = (/llMllP(S)(l-'-2)V^1dr)
where, for 0 < r < 1, fr is the function defined on S by fr(r) = f(rr). Using this notation, we also define
||/||p,oo = sup ||/r||LP(s), and 0<r<l ||/||oo,oo = SUp ||/r||L-(S), 0<r<l
and denote the spaces of holomorphic functions for which these are finite by A£°9, Apoc, and A0000 respectively. (The space Ap°° is the classical Hardy space Hp.) The set of (equivalence classes of) measurable functions satisfying the integrability condition defining A™ is denoted by Lp£. It is easy to check that ll/ + C9,a^ll/IIL,a + IIC9,Q where s -min{p, q, 1}; thus (A£9,|| Vv,q,o) an^ (¿a9'II \\p,q,a) are metric spaces, and are normed linear spaces if 1 < p, q < oo. The basic reference for mixed norm spaces (including, but not limited to, our spaces L™) is Benedek and Panzone, [2] .
Note that by two applications of Holder's inequality, L^1 C Lp^2 if either p2 < pi and <72 < qi and -<-<?i Q2 or P2 < Pi and 672 = qi and c*i < Q2-In either case, the containment is proper (unless pi = p2, t/i = q2, and ai = a2), since then there is some constant s satisfying the inequality N/pi +(ai + l)/qi < s < N/p2 + (a2 + l)/q2, and f(z) = (l-(z,ç))~s (withf G S fixed) defines a function in A™2 not in Apa\qi :
ll/ll?,,,a = I (¡s II -(rr,ç)\-spdo(T)y P (1 -r2)ar2N-1 dr
by Proposition 1.4.10 of [6] , and this integral is finite if and only if s < N/p +(a+l)/q. (We write a(x) ~ b(x) if there exist constants c and C such that 0 < c < a(x)/b(x) < C < oo as x ranges over some index set.)
A few of the basic properties of Ap£ are put forth in section two. Section three deals with boundedness of the Bergman projection, and this result is used to identify the dual space of our mixed norm spaces in §4. After introducing the pseudohyperbolic metric in §5, §6 and §7 are concerned with representations of the mixed norms and of functions in the mixed norm spaces. These results are generalizations of work of Luecking in [4] . Letting x = (s -r)/(l -r), for 1/2 < r < 1 it follows that
Jo so the result follows. If 0 < r < 1/2, the result follows from the maximum modulus theorem.
Now suppose p = oo. Then |/(rr)| < ||/s||z-°°(S) for 0 < r < s < 1, and the result for 0 < q < oo is proven by the same procedures. COROLLARY 2.2. If 1 < p,q < oo and -1 < a, then A£? is a closed subspace of Lpq, and is hence a Banach space.
PROOF. Suppose /" -» / in Lp£ with /" G Av¿. Then there is a subsequence fnk with fnic -* f pointwise a.e. [2, p. 304]. By Proposition 2.1, we also have that /" is uniformly Cauchy on compact subsets of B, so /" is uniformly convergent on compact subsets of B to some g since Lp¿ is complete [2, p. 304] . But g is analytic [6, 1.1.4] and / = g a.e., so g G A™ and /" -g in Ap¿. The Bergman projection Tt is defined by Ttf(z) = (N¿t^JgKt(z,w)f(w)dm(w) for z G Bn and / for which the integrands are in L1(dm). In general, the binomial coefficient ( £l) is WN+i)rít+iV ^ ^s clear that, for fixed t, Ttf is holomorphic when defined.
In this section, a condition on t, p, q, and a will be found which ensures that Tt is bounded on Lp£; there will be no dependence on p other than p > 1. In [3] , Forelli and Rudin showed that Tt is bounded on Lp(dm) (1 < p < oo) if and only if (t -f l)p > 1. Then in [1] Békollé showed that Tt is bounded on Lp(dma) (1 < p < oo, -1 < a, dma(z) = (1 -|z|2)a dm(z)) if and only if (i + l)p > a + 1. (He actually showed this for more general weights satisfying a "Bp condition", a condition analogous to Muckenhoupt's Ap condition introduced in [5] .) An important tool here will be the following pair of facts due to Forelli I|rt/|I2,,,Q <c\i ||/s|I1p(s)(i -s2)V"-1 ds = c||/||«,,,a.
To choose suitable i, note that there exists 8 satisfying 0 < 6q' < t + 1 and 0 < -a + 6q + t < t + 1 if and only if (t + l)q > a + 1.
As in [3, p. 594], we immediately get the following. Hence (\z\,0') G E(r,6), and (r -6)/(l -rS) < \z\ < (r + 6)/(l + rô). 
rmSN C \JkE(amk,6) for each m for some 6 = 6(p) sufficiently small, and (3) E(amk, e)r\E(amk', e) = 0 for each m and each k ^ k' for some 0 < e(p) < 6. Such a set of points {amjt} will be called an e-6 lattice.
A close analysis of Luecking's proof yields the following.
THEOREM 6.1. FixO < p < 00, 0 < q < 00, and -1 < a. Letrm = l-2_m for License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Since we may assume that e < 1/3 (at the cost of increasing the constant C), we have rm£ < (rm + l)/2 = rm+i, and thus
< CJI ll/rlllp(S)(l -r)ar2N-1 dr = C\\f\\qp^a.
In the other direction, Luecking uses a change of variables, Fubini's theorem, and the "denseness" property (2) and actually shows that c\\frJ\lHS) < C8p\\frmJ\PLP{s)+J2\f(«rnk)\P2-mN for some c G lpq, and any f of this form is in Apq.
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